Compete Decisively
Use the Power of Decision Management to
Manage Risk and Build Your Competitive Edge

Compete Decisively

There’s a new level of uncertainty in business,
and a new breed of competitors who use every
decision they make to transform uncertainty into
manageable risk.
They use connected decisions across the enterprise
to distinguish their business, increase profitability and
minimize loss. They seize on the power of predictive
analytics to build their future.
This is the essence of Decision Management. It’s
not about reporting on insights for you to ponder.
It’s about using powerful real-time predictions to act
in the face of uncertainty.
Decisively.
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“FICO is notable among analytic application providers in its
extensive experience in delivering high value in industry-specific,
decision-centric applications.”
—Henry Morris, Senior Vice President, Worldwide Software and Services, IDC

As the leader in Decision Management, FICO uses advanced
analytics to give you greater control over the complex, high-volume
customer decisions your business makes every day. We help you
automate, improve and connect these decisions for greater:
Agility—change faster than the competition, get new strategies
into play in a fraction of the time, and respond to new competitive
pressures and regulatory requirements faster and at lower cost.
Precision—make more targeted and profitable customer decisions
by balancing your most critical business trade-offs: between risk
and growth, between customer loyalty and customer profitability,
and between fraud detection and speed of service.
Consistency—advance your business strategies systematically
across business lines and geographic borders.

FICO gives you the power to compete decisively. To turn strategies
into actions that build revenues and reduce losses. And to make
every decision count.
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Smarter Decisions

Decision Management is a critical discipline for
businesses that are striving to:
» Manage rising payment risks, including bankruptcies,
delinquencies and fraud
» Keep pricing and policies consistent across multiple channels
» Meet customer demands for instant service and more options,
without sacrificing profit margins
» Comply with increasing regulatory requirements

These challenges call for the precision,
consistency and agility that Decision
Management brings. With FICO Decision
Management, there is no gap between
insight and action—we give businesses
direct control over the customer
decisions and other transactions that
take place thousands, millions, even
billions of times a day.
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When you know you’re making smarter
decisions, you have the confidence to
act quickly and decisively, to outman
euver the competition. FICO enables you
to make every decision count.

Our clients compete in fierce, crowded
markets. They use our analytics to find
that small marginal gain—in pricing,
next offer, speed of response, ability
to detect fraud—that puts them miles
ahead of their competition.

Decision Management gives you greater control over every
decision you make in:
Risk management—determining a borrower’s risk level, account
limits, and best rates and terms to offer.
Customer value management—promoting more loyalty and
dollar value out of every customer relationship, at every point
of contact.
Marketing management—understanding market segments and
customer behaviors for more effective messaging, media choices,
promotions and store layouts.
Fraud protection—detecting unauthorized card usage, claims
fraud, insurance fraud, healthcare fraud—instantly, anywhere in
the world.

“Working with FICO has enabled us to respond in
an interactive, integrated way to the business challenges
we face in a truly diverse, increasingly complex world.”
—HSBC

Decisive Lending
Aggressive credit card growth pays off for
top Indian bank.
ICICI Bank is India’s largest private bank and
second-largest bank overall. In a credit card
market that’s seen huge annual growth
rates, ICICI wanted to pursue this business
aggressively but wisely. FICO has helped
them the whole way. They launched their
first credit card using our application scoring
models and eventually went to managing
their entire credit card business on FICO
systems.
The bank directly attributed to our system
a 6.5% increase in accounts and a 15.7%
increase in balances in the first year. Other
gains included: average balances, up 9.5%;
average merchant sales, up 8.3%; average
cash sales, up 19.7%; and average credit line,
up 8.3%. Amidst rising international and local
competition, the bank saw 16% growth in
their portfolio. Through our behavior risk
scoring, ICICI had higher activation rates
and lower good customer attrition rates.
Automating strategies saved resources while
providing greater strategy control.
“We are a large player in India so we wanted
to be associated with the best in the analytics
business…. FICO strategy consultants brought
experience that was very, very rich. We could
leverage world-class global practices from the
beginning.”
— ICICI Bank
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Predictive Analytics

What makes a decision smarter? It starts with world-class
analytics that can instantly analyze massive amounts of data to
predict future outcomes. These data-driven predictions drive
sharper decisions and impressive business results.
FICO specializes in solving real-world business problems with analytic technology. With more
than 70 patents, our groundbreaking applications of analytics include:
Powerful predictive analytics
that enable you to manage
the future

Business rules management
that allows you to think, act
and adapt fast

Optimization that lets you
advance systematically

Our models work within transaction
streams to let you forecast future
customer behavior; target decisions
based on assessments of risk,
preferences, and opportunity; and
derive actionable insight from historical,
third-party, and transactional data.

Our systems let you define, manage
and change the rules that guide
decisions, while you automate highvolume, operational decisions. Business
rules give your business greater speed
and consistency, and giving business
users greater control over the rules
makes your business more agile.

Our science takes your decision
strategies to a new level of precision
and profitability, optimizing them
through advanced analytics that
determine the ideal decision by
customer, accelerating learning through
champion/challenger testing, and
connecting decisions in a customercentric growth plan.
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Our solutions and technologies give a decisive edge to
businesses in:
Financial Services—90% of the leading US banks and 2/3 of
the world’s top 100 banks use our industry-leading credit fraud
and customer management solutions.
Insurance—We help streamline operations and reduce claims
abuse for more than 300 insurers around the world, including
the top 10 US property & casualty insurers.
Retail—We enable consumer-centric merchandising and
marketing, as well as prevent fraud for hundreds of leading
retailers, including half of the top US retailers and general
merchandisers.
Healthcare—We help healthcare payers and providers manage
the revenue cycle, and we provide analytics-based marketing
services used by 8 of the top 10 pharmaceuticals manufacturers.

“FICO’s approach to building a customer-centered
enterprise has been extremely effective for Marriott’s
Global Sales Organization.”
—Marriott

Decisive Underwriting
Leading insurer Kemper, A Unitrin Business,*
delivers underwriting payoffs in real time.
Kemper is a leading provider of personal
lines of property and casualty insurance,
with written premiums of approximately
$994 million. They needed to replace
a cumbersome, paper-based manual
underwriting processing system with a
more efficient, streamlined and consistent
approach to auto and home insurance.
FICO provided them with a business
rules management system that centralizes
decision logic to enable consistent
underwriting decisions across systems.
In just the first year, Kemper lowered their
combined ratio by eight points with this
system. Their more efficient underwriting
organization easily met goals for reducing
underwriting losses. They can now target
new business more effectively, resulting in
a lift in the “hit ratio.” In addition, external
data is included in the decisioning inputs,
creating new opportunities for thirdparty underwriting partners to accurately
provide local comparative rating for agents.
This results in even more underwriting
opportunities for Kemper.
“The adoption of FICO Decision Management has
afforded us the efficiency we were looking for.
Often, the agent can write the policy while the
customer is waiting in his or her office.”
— Kemper, A Unitrin Business
*Unitrin uses the registered trademark “Kemper” under
license, for personal lines insurance only, from Lumbermens
Mutual Casualty Company, which is not affiliated with
Unitrin. For more information, visit www.unitrin.com.
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Industry-Leading Solutions

Technologies such as business intelligence and data
management bring more insight to business leaders and
managers. Decision Management goes further—it applies
the power of analytics directly to the decisions that shape
your business’s success.
FICO has developed a portfolio of solutions that harness this analytic power to advance
your business.
Applications

Scores and Models

Best-in-class systems that apply
analytics, decision logic and industry
expertise to specific decision areas,
such as customer management,
collections and fraud

Industry-standard scores and models,
as well as custom analytic engagements
that apply predictive modeling and
optimization to your business problems

Professional Services

Programs that give application
developers and modelers sophisticated
software for business rules management,
model development and optimization

Analytic, business and technology
consulting from experts focused
on accelerating your success with
Decision Management

Software Tools

Our clients use these technologies to drive their own innovation, such as:
Creating a universal decisioning
engine to power decisions across
the customer lifecycle and enable
continuous pricing
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Building an optimization factory used
to drive more precise risk management
in markets worldwide

Targeting customers with the best
next action at the point of sale,
based on innovative analysis of
purchase sequences

Our portfolio includes many of the industry-leading products
for Decision Management:
» 10 billion credit decisions a year are powered by the
FICO® Score, the #1 credit bureau score in the world and
the standard measure of US consumer credit risk, used by
lenders, rating agencies, the secondary market and other
industry parties.
» 1.8 billion credit cards are protected by FICOTM Falcon® Fraud
Manager, the #1 credit fraud management system.
» 65% of the world’s credit card accounts are managed by
FICO® TRIAD® Customer Manager, the #1 credit account
management system.
» FICOTM Blaze Advisor® business rules management system is
ranked #1 worldwide by industry analysts and publications.

Explore the full range of FICO solutions at
www.fico.com/solutions.

Decisive Marketing
Retail giant Best Buy drives huge success
from deeper customer understanding.
Electronics retail giant Best Buy wanted
to generate customer-centric marketing,
merchandising and in-store decisionmaking in five key segments: older affluent
professionals, young technology enthusiasts,
family men who are practical technology
adopters, suburban moms and small
businesses. FICO analytics helps Best
Buy achieve a better understanding of all
these customers.
Our analytic technology gives them
a complete understanding of which
customer transactions trigger the purchase
of additional items and at what point in
time, enabling them to generate targeted,
customer-centric marketing, merchandising
and in-store decisions. The 67 stores that
piloted the customer-centricity program
produced three-times higher rates of
same-store sales growth and higher gross
profits than the rest of the chain.
“FICO’s underlying math is really elegant, and the
data visualization component is exceptionally
strong. Nothing else can process our entire
product space at once.”

“[FICO’s products] form…[a] decision management

— Best Buy

environment that offers a very powerful and productive
means to address the critical, high-volume decisions which
need to be made with precision and authority.”
—Bloor Research
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Transform Your Business

FICO is the uncontested leader in Decision Management.
Our tools and technologies have helped change entire industries,
transforming key processes like loan applications, originations
and credit marketing.
We are recognized as a pioneer for our introduction of credit
scoring and other applications of Decision Management.
We are known as a leader for our best-in-class products. And
most importantly, we are viewed as a partner by our clients—
businesses that trust FICO technology and analytics to guide their
mission-critical customer decisions, day in and day out.
We bring global experience and local support to our clients
» Offices in the US, Europe, Latin
America, Asia-Pacific and China
» 5,000+ direct clients in 80 countries,
including 9 of the top 10 Fortune
500 companies
» Technology used by nearly 100,000
businesses through partnerships
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Through our Strategic Partners program,
we bring to market integrated products
and service offerings that advance
client goals. Current Strategic Partners
include IBM, HP, Microsoft, Oracle and
Teradata.

When you work with FICO, you’re
building a relationship with a team that
has helped thousands of companies
master their decisions to control their
future. World-class analytics, innovative
applications, trusted advice: This is how
we help you make every decision count.

Contact FICO to turn Decision Management into a
competitive advantage:

» Harness breakthroughs in FICO® Predictive Analytics
to give your decisions greater precision, consistency
and agility.
» Release the untapped potential in your customer data
to create profitable growth.
» Rely on our best-in-class products and our expertise,
which have helped thousands of businesses in 80
countries make smarter decisions.

“FICO has been an excellent partner for the
development of our credit business.”
—Cencosud

Decisive Protection
Major healthcare payer reveals additional
post-payment fraud.
Highmark, one of the largest commercial
healthcare payers in the nation, wanted to
take fraud detection to a new level. Their
special investigations unit (SIU) needed to
delve deeper into the relationships between
claims, providers, and member data to
discover complex patterns of fraud. They
were looking to start with a post-payment
tool that could handle their 140 million claims
a year. FICO offered the only solution that
could do this without requiring Highmark to
hire technical staff.
Our fraud system’s scores and rankings help
SIU teams focus on the most problematic
providers. In a review of the 200 providers
that the system ranked as the most suspicious,
83 proved to be true potential cases of
fraud, and 39 of those were previously
undetected. The system also uncovered 19%
more fraud among existing cases, and found
a huge amount of previously undetected
potential fraud in past claims: $3 for every
$1 in current-year fraud. The company is
now implementing our fraud detection for
prepayment as well.
“The results from FICO have met and in certain
instances surpassed our expectations. With the
new levels of potential fraud and abuse that
[FICO’s fraud system] is uncovering, the expected
ROI with this great product is a reality.”
— Highmark
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info@fico.com
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